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New Boy – a film by Steph Green, based on a story by Roddy Doyle
1. The following comments about the film are taken from YouTube. Read them and reply.
MajorL
I don’t think that racism is the actual subject of the movie, I think the story would also work, if the
African boy was replaced by a white boy.

MaryAnn
Most people who watch the film will probably sympathize with Joseph. I did so, too, when I
watched the film for the first time. And I tended to think of Christian, Seth and Hazel as ignorant.
But then I thought: maybe it’s only because we don’t know anything about them and their
backgrounds. Can you see my point?

BuddyBlue
Aren’t the characters in the film a bit stereotypical? Boys who misbehave, a girl who knows all the
answers and peaches on her classmates, an African boy who is a victim of civil war and a teacher
who doesn’t know how to cope with all this?
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2. Watch the film again up to 1:18. Then write down or talk about what happens. Use the present
tense and choose appropriate vocabulary from the box. The following film stills can help you.

to introduce sb. / to tell sb. to do sth. / to order sb. to do sth. / to force sb. to do sth. / to make a remark / to
stare at sb. / to glance at sb. / to avoid eye contact / to take a brief look at sb. / to avoid looking at sb.

At the beginning of the film “New Boy”, a

to introduce sb. – jdn. vorstellen; to order sb. to do sth. – jdm. eine Anweisung erteilen etw. zu tun; to force sb. to do sth. – jdn. zwingen etw. zu tun; to stare at
sb. – jdn. anstarren; to glance at sth./sb. – einen flüchtigen Blick werfen auf; to avoid eye contact – Blickkontakt vermeiden; to take a brief look at sb. – einen
kurzen Blick werfen auf
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3. New Boy is based on a short story by Roddy Doyle. The following text is the beginning of the
short story. Read the excerpt and complete the following tasks.

a) Compare your description of the first scene with the short story. Focus on the plot as well as the
perspective.
b) Analyze how Steph Green, the director of the film, has tried to narrate the story through
Joseph’s eyes with the language of film. Use the film stills that you can find on page 1.

custom – Brauch, Sitte, Gepflogenheit; plot – Handlung; to narrate a story – eine Geschichte erzählen
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4.a) The reader/viewer learns about Joseph through indirect characterization. Read the relevant
passages (in the excerpt on page 2) again. Which information about Joseph’s cultural background
and the country he comes from can you infer from the passages?
relevant passage

conclusion/speculation

“Other boys and
some girls laugh. He
does not know
exactly why.”
“Joseph.”

“Sit down, Joseph.”
“He sits down.”

“It is a custom he
had not expected.”

“Joseph looks at
Seth Quinn. He is
not the so-what boy.
He is a different
boy.”
All quotes in table 4a taken from Roddy Doyle, The Deportees and Other Stories, London, Viking, 2007, p. 78 - 80

4.b) We also learn about the other characters through indirect characterization. Briefly explain how
we learn about them.
Christian Kelly

Seth Quinn

Hazel O’ Hara

The Irish teacher

excerpt – Auszug; to infer – ableiten, schlussfolgern ; briefly – knapp, kurz
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5. Different ways of treating students – read each statement and look up words if necessary. Then
talk to a partner about each statement and say whether you agree or disagree.
a) A good teacher is consistent in his or her behaviour.
b) A good teacher uses rituals – e.g. the students stand up when greeting the teacher.
c) A good teacher is always respectful towards the students, never looks down on them and never
makes students look like fools.
d) A good teacher is on equal footing with his or her students.
e) A good teacher expects students to always follow his or her orders.
f) A good teacher always believes in his or her students’ abilities and praises them.
6. Watch the movie up to 4:08. Then analyze how the teachers in the film treat their students. Write
down complete sentences in the boxes below.

She uses rituals, for example whenever

7. The lessons take place in very different countries: in Ireland and in an unspecified country in
Africa. They show many similarities, but also some differences. List the similarities and the
differences. Then discuss which of these similarities and differences can be regarded as cultural
phenomena.
similarites
- students are taught in
classrooms

differences

consistent – beständig, gleichmäßig; to look down on sb. – auf jdn. herabblicken; to make sb. look like a fool – jdn. wie einen Dummkopf aussehen lassen; to
be on equal footing with sb. – sich mit jdm. auf Augenhöhe befinden; to follow sb.’s orders – die Anweisungen von jdm. befolgen; to praise sb. – jdn. loben
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8. In various scenes in the film, we can see Joseph in his former classroom with his father as his
teacher. These scenes serve as flashbacks. Describe …
… the techniques which Steph Green, the director of the movie, uses to achieve a flashback effect.

… the effect that these flashbacks have on the viewer.

9. Continue watching the movie up to 5:18. Look at the sentences below and decide which of them
adequately characterize the teachers. Underline “She”, “He”, both “She” and “He” or nothing,
depending on your decision. Then use the boxes to explain two of your decisions for each teacher.
She / He
She / He
She / He
She / He
She / He
She / He
She / He
She / He

is impatient.
is determined.
enjoys teaching.
is strained.
is encouraging.
is confident.
creates a positive atmosphere.
is an authority.

She / He
She / He
She / He
She / He
She / He
She / He
She / He

is calm.
easily loses her/his temper.
is mischievous.
is unable to cope with difficult
situations.
is likeable.
is impressive.
lacks self-confidence.

This is what makes me say that she is

impatient – ungeduldig; determined – entschlossen; strained – angespannt; to encourage – ermutigen; confident – selbstsicher; to lose one’s temper –
die Beherrschung verlieren; mischievous – schadenfroh; She lacks self-confidence. – Es mangelt ihr an Selbstbewusstsein;
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10. We all know that human beings are quick to judge other people. Sometimes this is helpful,
sometimes this is harmful. In any case, we should review and reflect upon these judgements.
a) Among the words below, choose the ones that describe your first impression, your first
judgement of the following people best.
a fool / likeable / well-behaved / self-confident / the teacher’s pet / mischievous / rude / cold-hearted /
incapable / humorless / insecure / determined / lacks self-confidence / arrogant / sad

Joseph: _______________________________________________________________________
The teacher: ___________________________________________________________________
Hazel: ________________________________________________________________________
Seth Quinn: ____________________________________________________________________
Christian Kelly: _________________________________________________________________
b) Reflect upon your judgements.
11. Watch the movie up to 6:51. In one of the scenes, Christian
says to Joseph “Now you’re definitely dead.”

Now you are
definitely
dead.

a) Explain what Joseph and what Christian probably associate with
the word “dead”. Take notes. Use the words in the box, add others.
Joseph

Christian

- to remind sb. of
sth.
- to make sb. think
of sth.
- metaphor
- to threaten sb. / to
utter a threat
- to impress sb.
- to experience sth.
- the literal meaning
- colloquial language

b) Give possible reasons why Christian is bullying and harassing Joseph and why he is finally
throwing a carton of milk at him. Write complete sentences, use the words from the box.
He might be looking for the approval of his classmates.

- Possibly, ...
- I would assume
that ...
- To me it looks like
...
- Another reason
might be that ...
- I could imagine
that ...

to judge others – über andere urteilen; harmful – schädlich; teacher’s pet – Lieblingsschüler; incapable – unfähig; to remind sb. of sth. – jdn. an etw.
erinnern; to threaten sb. – jdn. bedrohen; to impress sb. – jdn. beeindrucken; literal meaning – wörtliche Bedeutung; colloquial language Umgangssprache to harass sb. – jdn. belästigen, drangsalieren; to bully sb. – jdn. mobben
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12. Watch the film up to 7:45. The teacher needs to find an adequate way to deal with the
situation. Talk about the ideas below and rank them from appropriate (1) to inacceptable (5).
a) The teacher could just tell them to sort it out for themselves.
b) She needs to persuade Joseph to tell her what happened. Because
if Joseph told her what happened, then she could punish Christian
and Seth.
c) She could tell the boys to apologize to each other and shake hands.
d) She could make them write down their version of what happened
and then try and find a solution.
e) She could ask the boys how they would like to solve the conflict.
13. Watch the film up to 9:39. At the end of the film, the three boys are united. Explain what
causes this unity. Before you do so, decide which phrases you want to use in a conversation with a
classmate.
to make fun of sb. / to bully sb. / role model / to regard sb. as an opponent / to have a common
enemy / to be a scapegoat / to make friends with sb. / to praise sb. / to glance at sb. / to avoid eye
contact / to make sb. do sth. / to threaten sb. / to remind sb. of sth.
14. Tick those sentences that Hazel really utters in the film.
He was poking Joseph’s back, Miss.
Joseph broke his finger, Miss.
Don’t listen to that dirtbag.
Bet he gets it wrong.

Miss, can I help Joseph?
It was a private conversation.
Joseph didn’t do anything, I swear.
Miss, I seen it.

Quotes in table 14 taken from Steph Green, New Boy, Ireland, 2007, 1:54 – 1:55; 3:23; 5:26 – 5:27; 8:19; 8:33 – 8:34;

15. Analyze the relationship between Hazel O’Hara and Joseph. Use the film stills below.

14. The film “New Boy” demonstrates that the behaviour of human beings is contextual, meaning it
is the context or situation which determines how we behave.
Comment on the statement above.

appropriate/adequate – angemessen; to persuade sb. – jdn. überreden; to punish sb. – jdn. bestrafen; to apologize – sich entschuldigen; to remind sb. of
sth. – jdn. an etw. denken lassen; to impress sb. – jdn. beeindrucken; approval – Anerkennung; role model – Vorbild; opponent – Gegner; enemy – Feind;
scapegoat – Sündenbock; to threaten sb. – jdn. bedrohen; contextual – kontextabhängig; to determine – bestimmen;

